
A-Lux Atlas Mountain Biking Package
• 6 days of biking with expert mountain guides
• Hotel stays at 5 star lux boutique hotels
• Includes meals and transfers 
• Includes top of the line Giant equipment
• Memories for a lifetime
1999 Euro/person (single supplement 600 euro)

Day 1

Day 3

Marrakech Airport /Ouirgane check-in ride
Picked up by AXS vehicle and off to the Atlas 

Mountains. Check into the hotel and lunch if early. 

Introduction to your top of the line Giant full 

suspension bike and a leisurely check out ride 

around the beautiful mountain reservoir.  Dinner 

and stay at the lovely Domain Malika boutique 

hotel. 

Ouirgane Valley Exploration Tour
Breakfast and then on the bikes at 9 am. Ride the 

rolling hills and salt mines around the Ouirgane

valley then prepare to climb 7 KM up for lunch in 

the simple village overlooking the whole valley.  

From there your choice, more riding on single track 

donkey trail or back to the hotel for a swim at the 

Domain Malika pool followed by gourmet dinner

Toubkal and Imlil Valley and Tour
AXS vehicle takes you through Imlil high up in the 

valley under Mount Toubkal, you will have a tea 

break near a high mountain stream and ride down 

to Asni for lunch.  Try the trail extensions at Asni or 

continue back to Domain Malika for a shower and 

swim before dinner in the village of Ouirgane
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Plateau de Kik to Lalla Takerkoust
Check out / luggage transfer – ride from Ouirgane

valley to a 4 KM technical climb to the Plateau de 

Kik.  Viewing this ridge shows the green lush 

Ouirgane Valley on one side and the dry village 

dotted plain leading always downward towards the 

lake at Lalla Takerkoust.  Lunch by the lake, then 

ride to the next hotel Kasbah Igador. Relax by the 

pool and prepare for a genuine Moroccan dinner. 

Desert Agafay to Marrakech
Check out and luggage transfer – bike out after 

breakfast into the desert full of rolling hills dunes 

and harsh dry landscape.  We ride the full distance 

in the desert to Marrakech stopping for lunch at a 

tented outpost near the city as in times of old.  We 

enter the city to our new nightly abode Riad Zounia

in the Medina – a night of food and fun in the Jmaa

el-Fna and a nights sleep in a typical Marrakech 

Riad

Marrakech City Tour 
You will be met by the AXS team in the morning for 

a ride through the city they know and love. Smell 

the spices, taste the fresh orange juice, explore the 

souks and herbal shops dotting the square.  We 

will have lunch in the city and then return to collect 

the bags and head off to the airport.  Looking back 

at a truly memorable view of mountains climbed 

and resorts visited. Hope to see you again soon!
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